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Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cell therapy has demon-
strated unprecedented success with high remission rates for
heavily pretreated patients with hematological malignancies.
The hinge connecting the extracellular antigen recognition
unit to the transmembrane domain provides the length and
flexibility of the CAR constructs and ensures that the CAR
can reach the target antigen and mediate recognition and
killing of target cells. The hinge can also include specific amino
acid sequences to improve CAR expression, influence T cell
proliferation, and facilitate CAR T cell detection, enrichment,
and even elimination. Here, we report the generation of two
novel hinge domains derived from the low-affinity p75 chain
of the human nerve growth factor receptor (NGFR), termed
N3 and N4, which, when incorporated into the CAR backbone,
allow detection as well as high-grade enrichment of CAR T cells
with GMP-compatible immunomagnetic reagents. After opti-
mizing the MACS protocol for excellent CAR T cell purity
and yield, we demonstrated that N3- and N4-hinged CAR
T cells are as efficacious as their CD8-hinged counterparts
in vitro against hematological blasts and also in vivo in the con-
trol of acutemonocytic leukemia in an immunodeficient mouse
xenograft model. Thus, both hinges could potentially be an in-
tegral part of future CAR designs and universally applicable in
clinical applications.
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INTRODUCTION
More than three decades after the first concept studies,1 the amazing
clinical success of chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cell therapy in
the last couple of years has transformed the clinical care of patients
with poor-prognosis hematological malignancies.2 For clinical CAR
T cell therapy, autologous T cells from patients with leukemia and
lymphoma are transduced in vitro with lentivirally expressed CAR
constructs that typically combine the antigen recognition ability of
monoclonal antibodies in cis with functional domains of T cell recep-
tor signaling, including epitope recognition, activation, and expan-
sion, in a single molecule.2 Currently, six different CAR products
have received market approval for hematological malignancies,
namely Kymriah, Yescarta, Tecartus, and Breyanzi for CD19-positive
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leukemias or lymphomas, and Abecma and Carvykti for BCMA-pos-
itive multiple myelomas.3,4

The second-generation CAR constructs used in these six formula-
tions contain single-chain variable fragments (scFvs) of mono-
clonal antibodies linked in cis via a hinge/spacer and a transmem-
brane region to the intracellular signaling domains of the
CD3z-chain and the co-stimulatory receptors CD28 or 4-1BB/
CD137.2,3 Importantly, the design of this single chimeric protein
ensures that the CAR molecules mediate MHC-independent
T cell activation and killing of malignant as well as normal cells
if the target antigen is expressed.2,3 Although the hinge can theo-
retically influence the function of CAR constructs, only few candi-
dates for this domain in CARs have been thoroughly investi-
gated.3,5–18 One key aspect to consider for the length and
flexibility of a hinge is the location of the epitope recognized by
the CAR scFvs within the three-dimensional structure of the target
antigen.5,13 In addition, incorporating a specific hinge can improve
the protein expression and stability of the CAR and can modulate
the expansion, proliferation, and stimulation of the CAR
T cells.9,10,14,18 Most clinically used CARs contain hinges derived
from human CD8 or CD28, which appear to be safe to use as
they are naturally expressed on T cells and by themselves do not
confer additional features to the CAR T cells.19–22 However,
instead of using the hinge as neutral element that simply connects
the scFvs to the transmembrane and signaling domains, endeavors
have been made to modulate the hinge for improvement of T cell
stimulation (patent EP3184548A1) for in vivo detection and/or
elimination of CAR T cells15,23 and for enrichment of transduced
T cells in vitro before infusion into patients.12,23,24
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Figure 1. Structure and amino acid sequence of

NGFR- and NGFR-derived hinges

(A) NGFR consists extracellularly of four cysteine-rich

domains (CRDs) and a serine/threonine-rich (S/T-rich)

stalk. Intracellularly, it carries a chopper and a death

domain. The NGFR antibody (clone ME20.4) presumably

binds an epitope in the third and/or fourth cysteine-rich

repeat. The novel NGFR-derived hinges consist of the

third CRD (N1, 39 aa), the fourth CRD (N2, 41 aa), the

third and fourth CRD plus the stalk (N3, 120 aa), or the

second, third, and fourth CRD plus the stalk (N4, 162 aa).

(B) The amino acid sequences of the hinges are indicated

in the NGFR amino acid sequence by lines in the corre-

sponding color. The CRDs are shown in red. (C) Tabular

overview of the NGFR-derived hinges, their length and

position within NGFR.
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Several methods to quantify CAR T cell persistence in patients exist:
Idiotypic antibodies25,26 and tagged antigens27,28 bind the CAR
construct directly and thus allow to precisely visualize the CAR
expression on protein level; however, both detection reagents have
to be adapted whenever a new antigen is targeted.25 CAR T cell persis-
tence can also be measured on the mRNA level by qRT-PCR,31–33

ddPCR,27 or RNA-sequencing;34 however, this analysis will not
address protein translation or stability issues. Cell surface
markers29,30 can be co-expressed with CAR constructs in the same
vector, however this approach will increase vector size, thus influ-
encing transduction efficiency35, and both transgenes will not neces-
sarily be expressed at similar ratios.36 Ultimately, as flow cytometric
methods will allow to specifically assess the CAR T cell phenotype,
including activation and exhaustion markers,7,12 the inclusion of an
epitope recognizable by antibodies into the hinge of CARs combines
the advantages of all these strategies.

The extracellular sequence of nerve growth factor receptor (NGFR)
contains a 28 amino acid (aa) leader peptide, four cysteine-rich do-
mains (CRDs) of approximately 40 aa each and a serine/threonine
(S/T)-rich stalk followed by a single-pass transmembrane domain.37

For more than 30 years, this structure, with and also without the
155 aa cytoplasmic tail, has been used as a marker for successful
gene transfer in research as well as clinical settings.38-40 In 2002,
the description of insertional mutagenesis in a murine transplanta-
tion model with a splice-active oncoretroviral vector, where the cyto-
plasmatically truncated NGFR (DNGFR) was expressed off the strong
50 LTR, questioned the safety of using theDNGFR cDNA as transgene
for human clinical applications.41 However, Bonini et al.42 reported
the successful transduction of more than 7 � 109 bone marrow cells
with subsequent infusion into over 900 mice, rats and dogs without a
Molecular Therap
single oncogenic transformation and Ciceri
et al.38 used the DNGFR as a magnetic cell sort-
ing (MACS) selection marker for suicide gene-
expressing allogeneic T cells in clinical studies
without any insertional mutagenesis. In 2018,
Casucci et al.12 systematically investigated the
potential of the DNGFR as a hinge for CAR T cells, testing different
lengths of the extracellular sequences in lentiviral CAR expression
constructs. Although detection of the CAR construct on transduced
T cells was readily possible with an NGFR antibody, the authors could
not efficiently enrich DNGFR-hinged CAR T cells with directly
coupled LNGFR/CD271 microbeads.12 In a follow-up study, the
same group further improved the hinge regarding cytotoxicity by
including additional amino acids from the stalk, but still failed to effi-
ciently enrich their NGFR-hinged CAR T cells with GMP-compatible
microbeads.17

Here, we describe the successful establishment of two novel NGFR-
derived hinges termed N3 and N4, which mediate efficient selection
of CAR T cells against hematological cancers and are functionally
indistinguishable from a clinically well-established human CD8-
derived hinge12,17 in vitro and in vivo in immunodeficient mice.

RESULTS
Design of NGFR-derived hinges for CARs

The NGFR antibody clone ME20.4 used by Miltenyi Biotec in their
NGFR microbeads for MACS selection binds an epitope in the third
and/or fourth CRD in the extracellular part of NGFR (personal
communication with Miltenyi Biotec 2015).12 Therefore, we designed
four new NGFR sequences around the third and fourth CRD to be
included as hinges into our CAR constructs (Figure 1): The two short
hinges N1 (39 aa) and N2 (41 aa) only consisted of the third or fourth
CRD, respectively. N3 (120 aa) contained the third and fourth CRD
plus the S/T-rich stalk and N4 (162 aa) additionally the second
CRD. For control constructs (described below), we used the complete
codon-optimized surface and transmembrane regions of NGFR, but
deleted the cytoplasmic chopper and death domains (Figure 1).
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Figure 2. Expression and enrichment of NGFR-hinged CARs in Jurkat and primary human T cells

Jurkat or primary human T cells were lentivirally transduced with constructs co-expressing EGFP in cis with N1-, N2-, N3-, or N4-hinged CD19 CARs depicted in (A). Three

days after transduction Jurkat cells (B) or primary human T cells (C) were flow cytometrically analyzed for their CAR expression levels (via staining with NGFR-PE, clone

(legend continued on next page)
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NGFR-hinged CAR expression and enrichment on MACS MS

columns

The fragments N1-N4 were inserted into a previously published hu-
man codon-optimized CD19 CAR construct in a bicistronic lentivi-
ral vector (Figure 2A), thereby replacing the 229 aa IgG1-derived
CH2CH3 hinge.43 To test whether the CARs with the four NGFR
hinges are stably expressed on the surface of transduced cells and
bind the ME20.4 NGFR antibody, we transduced Jurkat and pri-
mary human T cells with VSV-G-pseudotyped bicistronic lentiviral
vectors co-expressing EGFP and N1-N4-hinged CD19 CARs (Fig-
ure 2A). After 5 days, the transduced cells were stained with
ME20.4-PE and then analyzed for NGFR as well as EGFP expres-
sion by flow cytometry. Although the EGFP expression in Jurkat
(Figure 2B) and primary human T cells (Figure 2C) was comparable
for all four constructs, only N3- and N4-hinged CD19 CARs
showed a clear co-expression of NGFR and EGFP (Figures 2B
and 2C). We also co-stained the CAR T cells with the CD19 CAR
detection reagent developed by Miltenyi Biotec. While both the
N1- as well as the N2-hinged CD19 CAR bound the CD19 CAR
detection reagent and thus the CARs were indeed expressed on
the surface of the T cells, the expression levels were much lower
compared to the N3- and N4-hinged constructs (Figure 2C),
demonstrating that the NGFR monoclonal antibody cannot bind
N1- and N2-hinged CARs and suggesting that the N1 and N2 con-
structs were less stable. Since N1 and N2 could not be used for
detection or selection of CAR T cells, these hinges were not included
in further experiments.

Next, we transduced Jurkat and primary human T cells with
VSV-G pseudotyped lentiviral particles introducing the N3- and
N4-hinged CD19 CAR bicistronic vectors (Figure 2A) and then
used Standard CD271 microbeads on MACS MS columns once
to enrich for stably transduced cells. To analyze the efficiency of
the enrichment process, the three cellular fractions of the MACS
separation, the cells after transduction and prior to enrichment
(preMACS), the cells not retained by the MACS columns in the
magnetic field (flowthrough), and the cells harvested from the col-
umns after removing the magnet (postMACS) were analyzed by
flow cytometry for their EGFP expression. Before selection,
60.1% ± 2.6% (N3) and 51.4% ± 11.4% (N4) of the Jurkat cells (Fig-
ure 2D, preMACS) and 53.7% ± 1.8% (N3) and 53.9% ± 2.5% (N4)
of the T cells (Figure 2E, preMACS) were EGFP positive. The
enrichment with the CD271 microbeads on the columns led to
highly purified populations: 98.7% ± 0.4% (N3) and 96.6% ±

1.7% (N4) for Jurkat cells (Figure 2D, postMACS) and 98.3% ±

0.5% (N3) and 96.4% ± 2.4% (N4) of the T cells (Figure 2E, post-
MACS) were transduced/EGFP positive, respectively. However, the
enrichment processes were highly inefficient, as the flowthroughs
contained 57.2% ± 1.8% (N3) and 49.7% ± 11.7% (N4) EGFP-pos-
ME20.4, or CD19 CAR detection reagent stained with anti-biotin-APC) and EGFP exp

T cells (E) were enriched via magnetic cell sorting (using CD271 microbeads in combin

MACS) were flow cytometrically analyzed for EGFP expression. In the overlays, the preM

postMACS measurements as a red line. Representative blots were used and data wer
itive Jurkat (Figure 2D, flowthrough) and 50.6% ± 0.8% (N3) and
50.5% ± 2.3% (N4) transduced T cells (Figure 2E, flowthrough),
respectively. Thus, before any functional testing, we had to strongly
reduce the loss of CAR T cells in the flowthrough of the columns
while maintaining pure populations.
Minimizing the loss of CAR T cells on MACS columns

Three different types of column (mini selection [MS], large selection
[LS], and large depletion [LD]; Figure 3A), which vary in the length
and density of the iron particles, and two different types of CD271mi-
crobead reagents (Standard, Select), which differ in their antibody-
microbead conjugation, are available from Miltenyi Biotec. Thus,
we systematically tested whether specific combinations of the column
and microbead types (MS + Standard, MS + Select, LS + Standard,
LS + Select, LD + Standard, and LD + Select) can be utilized to avoid
the high losses of transduced T cells in the flowthrough. To this end,
primary human T cells were transduced with bicistronic lentiviral
vectors co-expressing EGFP and N3- or N4-hinged CD19 CAR con-
structs (Figure 3B). Three to 4 days later, the transduced T cells were
selected with combinations of three columns and the two CD271 mi-
crobead types. Subsequently, samples from preMACS, flowthrough,
and postMACS were analyzed by flow cytometry for EGFP
expression.

Before enrichment, 49.7% ± 5.1% and 54.9% ± 6.7% of T cells ex-
pressed EGFP and hence the N3 or N4 CAR construct, respectively
(Figures 3C and 3D; preMACS). All enrichment protocols, except
for enrichment with Select microbeads in combination with LD col-
umns, led to purities of CAR T cells above 90% (Figures 3C and
3D; postMACS). However, the combination of Select microbeads
and LD columns resulted in purities of just 73.1% and 73.0%, respec-
tively (Figures 3C and 3D; postMACS). Enrichment with Standard
microbeads on MS and LS columns also was highly inefficient, since
>95% of the CAR T cells were lost in the flowthrough (Figures 3C and
3D; flowthrough). Enrichment with Standardmicrobeads on LD col-
umns was more efficient, since the flowthroughs contained only
21.4% and 24.4% N3- and N4-hinged CD19 CAR T cells, respectively
(Figures 3C and 3D; flowthrough). Importantly, the most efficient en-
richments were achieved by combining Selectmicrobeads with MS or
LS columns, thereby reaching purities of 93.6% ± 2.2% to 97.2% ±

0.5% (Figures 3C and 3D; postMACS), while the flowthrough only
contained 5.0% ± 1.6% to 12.6% ± 2.3% CAR T cells (Figures 3C
and 3D; flowthrough). Since enrichment with Select microbeads
and MS columns reached a slightly higher purity and the MS magnet
enables eight simultaneous separations, in contrast to the LS/LDmag-
net with a capacity of just four columns, we continued with the MS/
Select combination for enrichment of N3- and N4-hinged CAR
T cells.
ression. Subsequently, N3- and N4-hinged CAR Jurkat cells (D) or primary human

ation with MS columns) and the three fractions (preMACS, flowthrough, and post-

ACS analysis was depicted as a blue line, the flowthrough as a green line, and the

e shown as means ± SEM of at least three biological replicates.
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N3- andN4-hingedCD19CARs lyse tumor cells as efficacious as

their CH2CH3-hinged counterparts

Next, we compared the lytic capabilities of the new N3- and N4-
hinged CD19 CARs with the killing mediated by the original CD19
CAR with an IgG1-derived CH2CH3 hinge.

36,43 To this end, primary
human T cells were transduced with bicistronic lentiviral vectors co-
expressing BFP and CD19-N3 or CD19-N4 or a construct with
DNGFR and CD19-CH2CH3 (Figure 3B). Four days after transduc-
tion, N3- and N4-hinged CD19 CAR T cells were enriched with Select
microbeads on MS columns, while DNGFR/CD19-CH2CH3 CAR
T cells were enriched with Standard microbeads on LD columns,
which allowed to enrich these cells to purities of 90.7% ± 1.4% (Fig-
ure 3E). Co-culturing the three CD19 CAR T cell populations
differing in the hinge sequence overnight with EGFP-expressing
Mino (CD19+) or JeKo-1 (CD19+) mantle cell lymphoma (MCL)
and MOLM-14 acute monocytic leukemia (AML) (CD19�) cells re-
vealed that CD19-N3 and CD19-N4 CAR T cells killed the CD19+

Mino and JeKo-1 cells as efficaciously as CD19-CH2CH3 CAR
T cells (Figure 3F). Importantly, the CD19� MOLM-14 cells were
not eliminated by N3- and N4-hinged CD19 CAR T cells, while the
CH2CH3-hinged CD19 CAR T cells nonspecifically eradicated
MOLM-14 cells (Figure 3F). This nonspecific activation of the
CH2CH3-hinged CAR by MOLM-14 cells is most likely due to the
presence of Fcg receptors on these cells44 and was described
previously.7,24
N3- and N4-hinged CD19 CARs function comparably to their

CD8-hinged counterparts

To establish our NGFR-derived hinges as potential candidates for
clinical use, we compared the efficacy of N3- and N4-hinged CD19
and CD33 CAR constructs to counterparts that contained a 48 aa
hinge region derived from the human CD8 a-chain.45,46 Importantly,
this CD8 sequence is used as the hinge in multiple CAR constructs3

including the clinically approved CAR T cell products Kymriah46

and Abecma.47 To enable enrichment of CD8-hinged CAR T cells
with CD271 microbeads, we also included the DNGFR cDNA in
the vector with the CD8-hinged constructs. Primary human T cells
were transduced with bicistronic lentiviral vectors co-expressing
BFP and N3- or N4-hinged or DNGFR and CD8-hinged CD19 or
CD33 CARs (Figure 4A), CAR T cells enriched via MACS and then
co-cultured with EGFP-expressing Mino (CD19+ CD33�), REH
(CD19+ CD33�), or MOLM-14 cells (CD19� CD33+). When
comparing the expression of the N3- and N4-hinged CARs with
the CD8-hinged counterpart using the CD19 CAR detection reagent,
we noticed that expression levels of the two NGFR-hinged CARs were
Figure 3. Enrichment of N3- and N4-hinged CD19 CAR T cells can be optimize

(A) Photograph of the three columns used. Primary human T cells were lentivirally transdu

CH2CH3 depicted in (B). Three days after transduction CD19-N3 cells (C) or CD19-N4CA

MS, LS, or LD columns. (E) CD19-CH2CH3 CAR T cells were stained with Standard mic

flowthrough, and postMACS) were flow cytometrically analyzed for EGFP expression. R

depicted as means ± SEM of at least three biological replicates. (F) MACS-enriched CD

pressing Mino, JeKo-1, or MOLM-14 cells at various effector:target cell ratios. After 16 h

were analyzed by flow cytometry for lysis of target cells by effector cells. Data were de
at least comparable with the expression of the CD19-CD8h CAR
construct (Figure 4B).

The N3- and N4-hinged CD19 CAR T cells lysed the CD19+ cell lines
Mino and REH, but not MOLM-14, as efficaciously as the CD19 CAR
construct with the CD8 hinge (Figure 4C). Remarkably, the cytokine
profiles of the three CD19 CAR T cell products were almost identical
when analyzing IFN-g, GM-CSF, and TNF-a in supernatants of the
co-cultures with Mino and REH cells Figure 4D). It was noteworthy
that co-cultures of the CD19 CAR T cells with the MCL Mino cells
generally induced higher levels of cytokines compared with co-cul-
tures with B cell precursor ALL REH cells. The CD33 CAR T cells re-
mained nonresponsive against Mino cells, as the lysis remained at
background levels (Figure 4C) and no inflammatory cytokines were
induced, comparable with the incubation of the cell lines with un-
transduced T cells (Figure 4D). Co-culture of CD19+ CD33� REH
cells with N3/N4-hinged CD33 CAR T cells showed no specific lysis
and no secretion of cytokines, while the CD8-hinged CD33 CAR
T cells minimally lysed REH cells, albeit without induction of cyto-
kines (Figures 4C and 4D). The CD33+ CD19� MOLM-14 cells
were efficaciously eliminated by all three CD33 CARs and the N3/
N4-hinged CARs again proved to be as efficacious as the CD8-hinged
CARs (Figure 4C). In the co-cultures with MOLM-14 cells, the CD33
CARs but not the CD19 CARs induced secretion of IFN-g, GM-CSF,
and TNF-a by T cells, comparable with the secretion profiles
observed for CD19 CAR T cells upon co-culture with REH cells
(Figure 4D).
N3 and N4 hinges can be used as the hinge in different CAR

constructs

After establishing that N3- and N4-hinged CD19 and CD33 CAR
constructs are as efficacious and specific as their CD8-hinged coun-
terparts, we constructed three additional CARs with scFvs against
ROR1, CD5, and CD123 with N3 or N4 hinges and also included
the N3- or N4-hinged CD33 CAR constructs as controls in these ex-
periments (Figure 5A). T cells were transduced with bicistronic lenti-
viral vectors co-expressing BFP and N3- or N4-hinged ROR1, CD5,
CD33, or CD123 CARs; CAR T cells were enriched by MACS and
co-cultured with EGFP-expressing Mino, JeKo-1, or MOLM-14 cells.

While Mino cells (ROR1+, CD5+, CD33�, CD123�) were only
partially eliminated by N3-hinged ROR1 and CD5 CAR T cells (Fig-
ure 5B), the specific lysis increased when the cells were incubated with
the N4-hinged counterparts (Figure 5C). Untransduced as well as
CD33 and CD123 CAR T cells did not exhibit any cytotoxicity against
d by applying different microbeads or columns

ced with constructs co-expressing EGFP in ciswith CD19-N3, CD19-N4, or CD19-

R T cells (D) were enrichedwith combinations ofStandard orSelectmicrobeads and

robeads and separated on LD columns. Afterwards, the three fractions (preMACS,

epresentative blots are shown. Values are indicated as percentages and data are

19-N3, CD19-N4, or CD19-CH2CH3 CAR T cells were co-cultured with EGFP-ex-

co-culture, propidium iodide was added for viable/dead discrimination and samples

picted as means ± SEM of at least three biological replicates.
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Figure 4. N3- and N4-hinged CD19 and CD33 CARs are as efficacious as CD8-hinged counterparts in vitro

Primary human T cells were lentivirally transduced with constructs co-expressing BFP in cis with N3- or N4-hinged CD19 or CD33 CARs or DNGFR in cis with CD8-hinged

CD19 or CD33CARs depicted in (A). (B) Three days after transduction, the T cells were flow cytometrically analyzed for CAR expression (via staining with CD19CAR detection

reagent) and enriched via magnetic cell sorting (CD271MACSelect microbeads plus MS columns). Subsequently, CAR T cells were co-cultured with EGFP-expressing Mino,

REH, or MOLM-14 cells at various effector:target cell ratios. (C) After 16 h co-culture, propidium iodide was added for viable/dead discrimination and samples were analyzed

by flow cytometry for lysis of target cells by effector cells. (D) Co-culture supernatants were analyzed for the presence of IFN-g, GM-CSF, and TNF-a byMACSPlex. Data were

depicted as means ± SEM of at least three biological replicates.
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Mino cells, regardless of the hinge used in the construct. In contrast,
elimination of JeKo-1 cells (ROR1+, CD5low+, CD33�, CD123�) by
ROR1-N3 and ROR1-N4 as well as CD5-N3 and CD5-N4 CAR
T cells was comparable and not influenced by the hinge length. Note-
worthy, the CD5 CAR constructs mediated only limited cytotoxicity,
as CD5 is only expressed on a subpopulation of JeKo-1 cells.24 Once
again, the CD33 and CD123 CAR T cells with either N3 or N4 hinges
remained inert, as both target antigens are not expressed on JeKo-1
cells (Figures 5B and 5C). MOLM-14 cells (ROR1�, CD5�, CD33+,
CD123+) were efficaciously and specifically eliminated by N3- and
N4-hinged CD33 and CD123 CAR T cells, respectively, but not by
the CD5 and ROR1 CAR T cells (Figures 5B and 5C). In summary,
126 Molecular Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 26 September 15 2022
using the N3 or N4 sequences as hinge in ROR1, CD5, CD33, and
CD123 CAR T cells specifically eliminated antigen-positive cells
without causing nonspecific lysis.

N3-, N4-, and CD8-hinged CD33 CAR T cells exert equal control

of AML blasts in vivo

An important preclinical test for the efficacy and safety of the N3 and
N4 hinges in CARs in a more complex model is the in vivo leukemia
control of N3/N4-hinged CAR T cells compared to the control of
CAR T cells with a CD8 hinge, thus allowing to see minimal differ-
ences and off-target cell toxicity over time. First, we engrafted NSG
mice with 3.5 � 106 MOLM-14 cells that had been equipped by a
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Figure 5. N3- and N4-hinged CARs eliminate malignant cells depending on antigen expression in vitro

Primary human T cells were lentivirally transduced with constructs co-expressing BFP in ciswith N3- or N4-hinged ROR1, CD5, CD33, or CD123 CARs depicted in (A). Three

days after transduction, CAR T cells were enriched via magnetic cell sorting (CD271 MACSelect microbeads plus MS columns for all constructs). Subsequently, N3-hinged

(B) and N4-hinged (C) CAR T cells were co-cultured with EGFP-transduced Mino, JeKo-1, or MOLM-14 cells at various effector:target cell ratios. After 16 h co-culture, pro-

pidium iodidewas added for viable/dead discrimination and sampleswere analyzed flow cytometrically for lysis of target cells by effector cells. Data were depicted asmeans ±

SEM of at least three biological replicates.
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lentiviral vector with a luciferase-EGFP fusion gene (LucEG).24 The
engraftment of the blasts was assessed 6 days later by luminescence
imaging, revealing robust leukemia growth in almost all mice (Fig-
ure 6A). We then intravenously administered 3.5 � 106 CD19 or
CD33 CAR T cells that contained N3, N4, or CD8 as hinges (Fig-
ure 4A) and which had been enriched by MACS to >90% purity.
Mice in the control group did not receive a human T cell graft. The
persistence of MOLM-14/LucEG cells and CAR T cells was analyzed
on days 13, 20, 27, and 34 via luminescence imaging and/or flow cy-
tometry after staining of peripheral blood with directly conjugated
antibodies for murine cells (mCD18), human cells (CD45), T cells
(CD3), and CAR expression (CD271). The content of AML blasts
in the bone marrows was determined by flow cytometry upon sacri-
fice of the animals.
Untreated NSG mice experienced rapid progression of the AML, as
shown by luminescence imaging (Figures 6A and 6B) and blood anal-
ysis (Figure 6D), and had to be sacrificed between days 21 and 25 (Fig-
ure 6C). The analyses of the animals at sacrifice demonstrated that the
bone marrow was strongly infiltrated byMOLM-14/LucEG cells (Fig-
ure 6E). Treatment of the animals with CD19 CAR T cells, irrespec-
tive of the hinge, did not improve survival, as the disease rapidly pro-
gressed also in these animals (Figures 6A–6E). Although CD19 CAR
T cells do not recognize MOLM-14 cells (Figure 4B), these CAR
T cells still persisted for about three weeks, until sacrifice of the ani-
mals, in the bloodstream of the mice (Figure 6F) and could be de-
tected at low levels in the bone marrow at sacrifice (Figure 6G).
Importantly, the persistence of CD19 CAR T cells occurred irrespec-
tive of the hinge used, and did not influence the leukemia
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Figure 6. N3- and N4-hinged CD19 and CD33 CARs control AML progression as efficacious as CD8-hinged counterparts

NOD-SCID-gamma mice were xenografted with 3.5 � 106 MOLM-14/LucEG cells. After 6 days, mice were xenografted with a single dose of 3.5 � 106 N3-, N4-, or CD8-

hinged CD19 or CD33 CARs or left untreated. To monitor disease progression, luminescence was measured on days 6, 13, 20, 27, and 34 (A and B), blood was flow
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control/survival of the animals. Treatment of the animals by admin-
istration of CD33-CAR T cells strongly reduced the leukemia burden
and persistence and thus improved the overall survival (Figure 6).
Here, it was obvious that N3- and N4-hinged CAR T cells proved
to be as efficacious as their CD8-hinged counterparts (Figures 6A–
6C). Blood analysis demonstrated that CD33 CAR T cells had en-
grafted well and persisted in the blood stream for up to 34 days,
comparably to the animals that had received CD19 CAR T cells (on
days 13 and 20; Figure 6F). Upon sacrifice of the animals, the BM
samples of mice in all three CD33 CAR groups were devoid of
AML blasts (Figure 6E), despite the previous findings that one to
two animals in each group temporarily showed signs of extramedul-
lary disease at single time points (Figure 6A). Finally, we did not
observe any toxicity in mice treated with CD8-, N3-, or N4-hinged
CAR T cells, suggesting that our NGFR-derived hinges are as effica-
cious and safe to use as the CD8 hinge.

DISCUSSION
In this work, we developed and validated two human NGFR/CD271-
based hinges, N3 and N4, for inclusion in CAR constructs that facil-
itate both efficient enrichment of the genetically modified CAR T cells
using the MACS technology (Miltenyi Biotec) and detection of CAR-
positive cells in vitro and in vivo using staining with directly coupled
antibodies and flow cytometry. Although N3 (120 aa) was shorter
than N4 (162 aa), both hinges were highly comparable in their
MACS enrichment efficiency with Select microbeads, their cytotox-
icity, and their cytokine induction against leukemia and lymphoma
cell lines in vitro as well as in their in vivo control of AML blasts in
NSGmice. However, in CARs against ROR1 and CD5, the N4-hinged
counterpart executed slightly higher killing of Mino cells compared
with the N3 hinge. Whether this is specific for this cell line or depends
on the CAR affinity needs to be evaluated in future studies.

Other groups already used amino acid sequences of the NGFR/
CD271 surface domain as selection and detection marker after retro-
viral gene transfer into hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells as well as
T cells.38,42 Recently, Casucci et al.12 included four different amino
acid stretches binding the CD271 monoclonal antibody ME20.4 as
hinges into a CD44v6 CAR construct: The longest hinge of 222 aa
(NWL) contained the complete wild-type surface unit of NGFR,
and a second hinge contained all four repeats but without the S/R-
rich stalk (NWS). To prevent NGF binding,48 they further con-
structed two hinges (NML and NMS) by introducing mutations in
the fourth CRD of NWL and NWS. Importantly, only the NWL hinge
with the complete surface unit of NGFR allowed selection of trans-
duced T cells with directly conjugated microbeads, remarkably how-
ever this procedure was quite inefficient (yield of �40%). For the
other three hinges, the author even had to use a two-step procedure
cytometrically analyzed on days 13, 20, 27, and 34 (D), and bone marrow was flow cyt

tence, blood was flow cytometrically analyzed on days 6, 13, 20, 27, and 34 (F) and b

Kaplan-Meyer-Survival curves for the seven treatment groups with eight animals per g

Dunn’s correction for multiple comparisons. The asterisks indicated statistical signific

mice per treatment group.
with a PE-labeled CD271 antibody followed by anti-PE microbeads,12

which certainly will be a problem for applications in humans.
Although none of the hinges appears satisfactory for the purification
process (loss of >50% transduced cells in the flowthrough),12 a lenti-
viral vector co-expressing a high-affinity CD44v6 CAR with the NWL
hinge and herpes simplex virus 1 thymidine kinase suicide gene39 is
currently being employed in a phase I/IIa trial for AML and MM
(NCT04097301).

In a more recent publication, the same group reported three new var-
iants of the non-mutated full-length NWL hinge by shortening the
S/R-rich stalk.17 The shortest of these constructs, NWN2, with a
length of 173 aa, was functionally almost undistinguishable from
the NWL isoform in all assays. Strikingly, however, the
CD44v6.NWN2 CAR T cells could also not be efficiently selected
with ME20.4-based MACS microbeads; instead, the authors relied
once again on a two-step procedure with ME20.4-PE staining fol-
lowed by sheep-anti-mouse IgG1-coated microbeads, leading to pu-
rities of 90%, but yields for NWL and NWN2 CAR T cells of only
40% and 33%, respectively.17

Our novel NGFR-derived hinges are shorter and more efficient

Our two hinges allowed detecting the expression of CAR constructs
on genetically modified T cells from in vitro and in vivo samples.
They also facilitated very efficient and pure enrichment of CAR
T cells, which is paramount if the intended use of the hinge is to pro-
duce pure CAR T cell products that can be controlled in patients due
to co-expression of a suicide gene in the vector. For most CARs recog-
nizing noncritical membrane-distant epitopes, we believe that the N3
hinge with 120 aa will suffice; however, more membrane-proximal
located epitope as described for a ROR1 scFv6 or CD44v6 isoforms17

might require a longer hinge, such as N4. Importantly, the specific re-
quirements for the hinge have to be determined for every CAR and
targeted epitope on the malignant cells.

Our work here clearly demonstrated that enrichment of transduced
cells via MACS needs to be optimized by determining the optimal
combination of microbeads and columns. Based on our findings,
we suspect that Casucci et al. as well as Stornaiuolo et al.12,17 used a
nonoptimal MACS protocol, leading to a loss of more than 50% of
their CAR T cells on the columns. While the Selectmicrobeads appear
to be more highly concentrated, which improves retention of the cells
within the magnetic field and thus MACS efficiency, the loss of genet-
ically modified CAR T cells in the flowthrough of columns can partly
also be avoided by using columns with a higher capacity e.g. the LD
columns. However, we currently do not know whether this approach
will translate well into the selection protocol used on the CliniMACS
or Prodigy devices. In addition, the fact that our NGFR-derived
ometrically analyzed upon sacrifice of the animals (E). To monitor CAR T cell persis-

one marrow was flow cytometrically analyzed upon sacrifice of the animals (G). (C)

roup. p values were calculated by (C) log rank test or (D–G) one-way ANOVA with

ance; ns, not significant. Data were depicted as means ± SEM with eight to nine
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hinges N3 and N4 contain the entire S/R-rich stalk also seems to be
important for high-level CAR expression, as Stornaiuolo et al.17 re-
ported the shortening of the stalk to be associated with larger amounts
of CAR constructs remaining in the intracellular compartment.
Finally, in contrast to the two previous publications from Casucci
et al. and Stornaiuolo et al.,12,17 we rigorously demonstrated here
that our NGFR-derived hinges are functionally indistinguishably
from an already clinically used CD8 hinge in in vitro assays and in vivo
in a xenotransplantation model for AML, but still facilitate efficient
recognition and also selection of CAR T cells.

Safety

A hinge cannot only affect CAR function but can also cause unwanted
side effects due nonspecific CAR signaling and T cell activation.6,7 A
well-characterized example of this phenomenon are hinges based on
the second and third constant heavy chain domain of human IgG1 or
IgG4 (CH2CH3). These hinges provide the necessary flexibility,
stability, and length for multiple scFvs in CAR constructs to reach
their epitopes.13,49 However, CH2CH3 hinges can also cause off-target
off-tumor toxicities by binding to Fc receptors on myeloid cells,
thereby mediating activation-induced cell death of the T cells and
nonspecific lysis of Fc receptor-positive cells, such as macrophages,
monocytes, or NK cells.6,7,50 Indeed, as a positive control, we were
able to reproduce scFv-independent activation of CH2CH3-hinged
CAR T cells after co-culture with FcgR expressing MOLM-14 cells.44

In contrast, our N3 and N4 hinges were not activated by target anti-
gen-negative cells in any of our experiments in vitro and in vivo, thus
suggesting that no off-target effects are mediated by the hinges.
Finally, Casucci et al.12 observed that incubation of NGFR-hinged
CAR T cells, containing the entire surface domain of NGFR, with
supraphysiological concentrations of NGF, did not affect the trans-
duced cells, probably as important transmembrane and cytoplasmic
sequences required for NGF binding and receptor dimerization
were missing in these constructs.48,51,52

Two hinges for Split-CAR approaches

We previously reported the development of a CD34-derived hinge
with a 99 aa sequence of human CD34,24 which contained the 16
aa epitope of CD34 recognized by the antibody clone QBend-10.53

Thus, we now potentially have two different hinges available for effi-
cient CAR T cell enrichment under GMP-compliant conditions. Indi-
vidual staining and/or selection procedures enabled by two hinges are
important for Split-CAR approaches where two CAR constructs need
to be present/monitored on the same cell. Here, the classical intracel-
lular signaling domains CD3z and CD28 of a second-generation CAR
are split upon two distinct CAR constructs, where each scFv targets a
different antigen. Consequently, the T cell is only fully activated by
co-current CD28 and CD3z signaling, when both Split-CAR con-
structs bind their specific antigens on the target cells.54 Ideally, this
system allows to reduce on-target off-tumor toxicities associated
with the adoptive CAR T cell treatment, as only a pathologic co-
expression of two target antigens leads to the full activation of the
CAR T cells and therefore killing of the target cells. However, for
this approach to work, the expression of the two CARs needs to be
130 Molecular Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 26 September 15 2022
carefully balanced and the expression of the two target antigens on
the malignant cells relatively constant.54 We currently are focusing
our Split-CAR work on MCL as a difficult to treat hematological ma-
lignant entity in adults and used the two hinges, N3 and CD34, to co-
target combinations of CD19, CD5, and ROR1 (Bister et al., unpub-
lished data).

CONCLUSION
In summary, we developed two novel human NGFR-derived hinges
of different lengths that allow manufacturing of pure CAR T cell
products, using MACS technology to monitor the CAR expression
levels on T cells and flow cytometry to detect the presence of trans-
duced T cells in preclinical models and eventually in patients. Despite
being slightly larger, the two hinges proved to be as effective as a hu-
man CD8-based hinge in vitro as well as in vivo without any signs of
off-target toxicities in the tested systems.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Construct generation

Human NGFR/CD271 (NP_002498.1) truncated after the transmem-
brane domain at aa position 276 was codon-optimized for human
codon usage and synthesized by GeneArt (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Schwerte, Germany). Hinge fragments of different lengths were
generated by PCR amplification and inserted into our self-inactivat-
ing lentiviral vector expressing a FMC63-based CD19 CAR with a
CH2CH3 hinge off a viral MPSV U3 promoter.24,43,55 We also used
a T2A site for expression of two transgenes.36 DNGFR-hinged
CD19 CARs were inserted behind and EGFP or tagBFP (referred to
as BFP) in front of the T2A site.56 Moreover, the N3 and N4 hinges
were cloned into codon-optimized CARs recognizing the following
human target antigen structures: ROR1 (clone R125,57), CD5 (clone
H6558,59), CD33 (clone DRB260), and CD123 (clone 4361). CAR con-
structs with a human CD8-derived hinge/without a DNGFR-derived
hinge were co-expressed with the codon-optimized cytoplasmically
truncated NGFR36 to enable enrichment with directly labeled
NGFR microbeads.

Cell culture

The acute T cell leukemia cell line Jurkat, theMCL cell lines Mino and
JeKo-1, the acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) cell line REH, and
the AML cell line MOLM-14 (all purchased from DSMZ, Braunsch-
weig, Germany) were maintained in RPMI-1640 GlutaMAX medium
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 U/mL peni-
cillin, and 100 mg/mL streptomycin (all from Thermo Fisher Scienti-
fic). HEK293T cells (DSMZ) were cultured in DMEM GlutaMAX
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with 10% FBS, 100 U/mL
penicillin, and 100 mg/mL streptomycin. Antigen expression profiles
of the used cell lines were published previously.24

Primary human T cells were isolated from peripheral blood of healthy
donors who gave written and informed consent according to the pro-
tocols (no. 4687 and no. 2019-623) approved by the ethics committee
of the University Hospital Düsseldorf. Peripheral blood (PB) mono-
nuclear cells were separated via density gradient centrifugation using
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Ficoll-Paque Plus (Cytiva Europe, Freiburg, Germany) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. To activate and expand T cells,
PBMCs were cultured in IMDM (Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt,
Germany) supplemented with 10% FBS, 100 U/mL penicillin,
100 mg/mL streptomycin, 2 mM L-glutamine (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific), and 100 U/mL interleukin-2 (IL-2, Proleukin, Novartis, Basel,
Switzerland) on anti-human CD3- (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and
anti-human CD28-coated (BD Biosciences, Heidelberg, Germany)
six-well plates.

All cells were maintained at 5% CO2, 95% humidity, and 37�C.

Production of lentiviral vectors and transduction of eukaryotic

cells

Vesicular stomatitis virus G glycoprotein-pseudotyped replication-
deficient lentiviral vectors were generated by polyethyleneiminie
transfection (Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) of 6 mg
pczVSV-G, 6 mg pCD-NL/BH, and 6 mg vector plasmid into HEK
293T cells as described previously.24,62,63 Two days after transfection,
virus-containing supernatant was harvested, filtered (0.45 mm), and
used for transduction of eukaryotic cells. For the transduction of Ju-
rkat or primary human T cells, 5� 105 cells were incubated with 2 mL
virus-containing supernatant and 10 mg/mL protamine phosphate
(Sigma-Aldrich) for 24 h, replenished with fresh medium, and used
for experiments after 48 h.

Mino, JeKo-1, REH, or MOLM-14 cells were transduced with limited
dilutions of lentiviral vectors to express EGFP and G418 resistance or
a firefly luciferase-EGFP fusion protein with subsequent antibiotic se-
lection and/or flow-assisted cell sorting as described previously.24,62,64

Cell enrichment via MACS and flow cytometry

Three to four days after transduction, CAR T cells were enriched with
magnetic microbeads and separation columns from Miltenyi Biotec
(Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s in-
structions. In brief, cells were labeled with either CD271 microbeads
(from now on referred to as Standardmicrobeads) or LNGFR MAC-
Select microbeads (from now on referred to as Selectmicrobeads) and
separated on MS (maximal capacity: 1 � 107 cells), LS (maximal ca-
pacity: 1 � 108 cells), and LD (maximal capacity: 5 � 108 cells) col-
umns. The three fractions (preMACS, flowthrough, and postMACS)
were flow cytometrically analyzed on a MACSQuant Analyzer X for
EGFP, CAR expression, and DNGFR expression via staining with
CD271-PE (clone ME20.4, Miltenyi Biotec).

The expression levels of CD19 CAR constructs were determined by
flow cytometry using the biotin-coupled CD19 CAR detection re-
agent followed by staining with anti-biotin-PE or anti-bioti-APC
monoclonal antibodies (all reagents from Miltenyi Biotec).

Functional in vitro assays

CAR-mediated cytotoxicity of CAR T cells against malignant cell lines
was measured via flow cytometry. CAR T cells were co-cultured at
various ratios with 2 � 104 EGFP-transduced Mino, JeKo-1, REH,
or MOLM-14 cells for 16 h in U-bottom 96-well plates. Subsequently,
supernatants were harvested and frozen at �20�C for cytokine anal-
ysis, cells were washed and stained with 1 mg/mL propidium iodide
(Sigma-Aldrich) for dead/viable distinction, analyzed on the
MACSQuant Analyzer X, and data were evaluated with the
MACSQuantify Software 2.11. Tumor cell lysis was determined as
100% – (number of viable tumor cells after co-culture with CAR
T cells/number of viable tumor cells without CAR T cells) � 100%.
Negative lysis rates were set to be 0%.

Cytokine secretion by CAR T cells was analyzed using the MACSPlex
Cytotoxic T/NK cell kit (Miltenyi Biotec) according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. Per analysis, 50 mL undiluted supernatant was
used.

In vivo xenograft model

Animal studies were approved by the state animal research committee
(LANUV, NRW, Germany) and all animals were cared for according
to the guidelines set by the Federation of European Laboratory Ani-
mal Science Associations. Six- to 8-week-old female NOD.Cg-
PrkdcSCIDIl2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ (NOD-SCID gamma; NSG) mice (Charles
River Laboratories, Sulzfeld, Germany) were intravenously engrafted
with 3.5 � 106 MOLM-14 cells stably expressing a firefly luciferase-
EGFP fusion protein (LucEG). Six days later, mice were intravenously
injected with 3.5� 106 N3-, N4-, or CD8-hinged CD19 or CD33 CAR
T cells. At days 6, 13, 20, 27, and 34, the persistence ofMOLM-14 cells
was assessed via luminescence imaging and PB analysis. For lumines-
cence imaging, mice were intraperitoneally injected with D-luciferin
(OZ Biosciences SAS, Marseilles, France) and after 5 min lum-
inescence was measured in a Caliper IVIS Lumina II system
(PerkinElmer LAS, Rodgau, Germany) with an exposure time of 15
s. PB was drawn from the tail vein, the erythrocytes lysed with BD
Pharm Lyse (BD Biosciences), and the samples analyzed on a
MACSQuant Analyzer X flow cytometer for EGFP, CD33, and
CD45 expression for MOLM-14 cells and BFP, CAR (DNGFR),
CD3, and CD45 expression for CAR T cells after staining with
CD271-PE, CD3-PerCP-Vio700, CD45-APC, and CD33-APC-
Vio770 (all from Miltenyi Biotec)

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed with GraphPad Prism 9. p values
were calculated using one-way ANOVA with Dunn’s correction for
multiple comparisons of log rank test. p values below 0.05 were
considered statistically significant and are indicated by an asterisk.
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